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Surface topography is considered to be of paramount importance in a plethora
of industrial applications concerning the manufacturability and tribological functioning
of components. It is not an exaggeration to say that technological advance is constrained
by surface demands.
The present day high requirements for precision and function of machined surfaces
imply a proper characterisation and evaluation of surface texture. This may happen
by representation of the surface at different levels and by using various arithmetic
parameters, as well as statistical, random process and fractal functions as analytical tools
accompanied by novel developments in instrumentation and measuring techniques.
The objective of this special issue of the International Journal of Surface Science
and Engineering is to present contemporary trends and methods outlined and manifested
by researchers in metrology, manufacturing engineering and tribology. A variety of
topics is embraced, from characterisation methodologies to modelling of surfaces, in
association with manufacturing methods and parameters.
The first three papers present new evolutions in the topographic characterisation
of surfaces using fractal geometry, and various technologies for textured and sculptured
complex rough surfaces and multi-scale analysis of high precision surfaces, respectively.
The fourth, fifth and sixth papers report on the impact of machining factors on
surface integrity and texture, followed by relevant modelling, in electro-discharge and
abrasive waterjet machining. The seventh paper describes a new industrial application of
a ball burnishing tool with surface quality as criterion.
We hope that the papers reflect the increasing emphasis on research on machined
surface textures and will be helpful to researchers focusing upon this multi-disciplinary
field.
We would like to express our appreciation to the reviewers of the papers for their
strong and valuable efforts. Special thanks also should be given to INDERSCIENCE
Publishers for their kind support.

